Willow Park’s story
The ultimate
interactive learning
platform to support
and develop essential
wellbeing skills

Alan Rogan, Principal, Willow Park 1st Year
We deployed the Skilly software platform in our school as a utility to
“underpin
our wellbeing development programme.
From a management perspective, we are really impressed with Skilly, including
its capability to support the tracking and reporting on soft skill competency in a
manner that can be centrally managed whilst delivering concise reporting that
measures individual and collective student engagement and progression.
In addition, Skilly is very easily customised with the skill content to meet the
needs and customs of our school community. The whole school community
have benefited positively from Skilly.
Our students really enjoyed interacting and engaging with Skilly. Our teachers
found Skilly easy to set up and deploy the technology and consider the skill
programmes to support the learning pathways highly effective.

Book a demo
Visit us skilly.ie

In summary, we think the platform is simple, secure and highly effective at
supporting well-being development in our community.

How it worked
Pupils
Aged 12-13

208
STUDENTS

Wellbeing
Module
delivered over

16
WEEKS

How do we bridge the learning
gap between school and home?

Number of Skilly
digital practices
completed

Teachers can deliver wellbeing content, but how can that
be truly embedded with pupils when they step out of the
classroom?

2,114

Skilly provides that link. Our students, already digital natives,
can log on and complete practices whenever they like.

‘SKILLIES’

Willow Park is a success story for Skilly’s straightforward
platform, which integrated with Microsoft Teams direct to
the students, to deliver Wellbeing in bite-size pieces.
It has encouraged the students to develop critical life
skills in the Wellbeing space.

85%

Active engagement rate
with Skilly platform*
*despite COVID-19 disruptions

Teachers said...

“

It is great to have a concrete
framework to support us delivering the
Wellbeing curriculum. It’s a subject with
very few parameters, so it is great to
have a system to help the pupils work
through the subject.

“

... from a time-saving point of
view, it’s so valuable as it allows for
independent learning and also enables
the teacher to differentiate much more
easily those students who might have
additional needs and address them.

Students begin with a reflection on where they feel they
currently are. Then they complete the skills through videos, a
quiz and a reflection/activity log. Once a pupil has completed
a ‘Skilly’, and reflects on it, the tutor receives a notification
and can log on to review their posts/self-assessments.
Tutors can quickly assess participants by using a progress
bar that levels up from Beginner to Champion.

It’s how you teach

“

They say you can’t teach empathy - I think you
can, what’s important is the method of teaching it.
Skilly offers the opportunity to supplement what
is taught in class with bite-size good behaviours
that can be practised outside the classroom.
Happy children learn better - so how do we
achieve that? We need to bridge the gap for pupils
between school and home, and Skilly allows us
to do that - in a digital format that children are
so familiar with now like a game. The pupils can
enjoy the process and learn valuable lessons on
empathy, kindness and their wellbeing.
Cormac McAleer, Deputy Principal
Willow Park Junior School, Dublin

What Skilly will do
for you

The story of Skilly
The idea that ‘practice makes perfect’ inspired
founder Shane Maguire with the spark for
Skilly, the cloud-based software training
platform.

 Flexibility - Fully customisable lessons,
allowing you to deliver the teaching
programme tailored uniquely to your
students’ needs.

Skilly is designed to enable pupils to assess
and improve their skill level through practice
and recording of skills, whilst giving teachers
a digital tool to reduce administration and
measure engagement and progression with
real-time data.

 Easier reporting - Live data available
to monitor and track each student’s
development and monitor wellbeing activity
in the school, making reporting more efficient.

 Planning - Adjustable timing to schedule
completion in a way that works for you and
your students, not fixed to terms or years, in
class or independently done by students.

Practice to perform
Accomplishment develops over time with
repeat practice, so you can grow and recognize
your increasing achievements with Skilly.
Beginner

Improver

Advanced

Champion

 Scalability - Use Skilly as a tool by defined
group, class or year, we can build the right
plan for you and scale-up.
 Enhanced engagement - Drive engagement
through gamification, students can see their
performance and goals and compare against
their peers.
 Embed learning- The act of self-assessment,
learning and practice, is what leads to
progress. Students are encouraged to own
their development.
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 Unlimited content - Use Skilly’s content,
(including videos, articles, practices etc.) to
deliver digital lessons or use publishing tools
to add your content.

Skilly’s purpose is to act as a platform to
empower our children and young adults with
the essential wellbeing and life skills.

Visit us skilly.ie
Call Shane on 087 4188829
email sales@skillysolutions.com

